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Abstract
Reliably transferring treatment policies learned in one clinical environment to
another is currently limited by challenges related to domain shift. In this paper we
address off-policy learning for sequential decision making under domain shift—a
scenario susceptible to catastrophic overconfidence— which is highly relevant to
a high-stakes clinical settings where the target domain may also be data-scarce.
We propose a two-fold counterfactual regularization procedure to improve off-
policy learning, addressing domain shift and data scarcity. First, we utilize an
informative prior derived from a data-rich source environment to indirectly improve
drawing counterfactual example observations. Then, these samples are then used
to learn a policy for the target domain, regularized by the source policy through
KL-divergence. In simulated sepsis treatment, our counterfactual policy transfer
procedure significantly improves the performance of a learned treatment policy.
1 Introduction
With continued progress in the development of machine learning algorithms there is increasing
interest in deploying models in complex, safety-critical clinical settings [18], including reinforcement
learning (RL) applied to sequential decision making [20, 31, 50, 67]. However, domain shift between
training and deployment environments [44, 66] presents a significant challenge largely unaddressed
in recent RL work within clinical settings. Consider a setting where a treatment policy is developed
at a large research hospital (a source environment) over several years to aid in acute patient care [19].
Now, consider a small clinical facility (a target environment) that caters to a subpopulation within
the same city. Within the context of off-policy RL [9, 61], it is natural to consider whether the policy
learned in the source environment can be reliably deployed in a separate target environment.
Possible roadblocks to effective transfer of treatment policies is an inconsistency in measurements and
different care practices between environments for patients with comparable health conditions [59, 60]
requiring some adaptation of the transferred source policy. We specifically consider when effects
of any decision may be non-deterministic or partially observed [27]. Augmenting this underlying
process with causal assumptions [46, 47] has recently shown promise in characterizing the uncer-
tainty and unreliability of non–deterministic discrete states within the same environment [7]. Such
augmentation has also led to promising improvements in off-policy search by sampling trajectories
under a counterfactual distribution.
Several challenges may arise when few samples are observed in the target environment with un-
intended consequences. Naively learned policies in such cases can significantly overfit and fail to
generalize [16], with potentially drastic consequences in the presence of hidden confounding [29].
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Also, a policy learned from limited data will produce estimation errors, providing unreliable policies
that may lead to mistimed or inappropriate interventions with adverse consequences [4, 40, 65]. This
suggests that policy learning can potentially benefit from transferring policies learned in data-rich
source environments. To do this reliably, we incorporate causal assumptions into the POMDP frame-
work when transferring a trained policy to guide treatment strategies in a target environment.
We propose a two-fold counterfactual regularization procedure for off-policy learning using elements
from a source environment that can be feasibly shared in clinical settings. First, an informative prior
over the observed transitions from a data-rich source environment is used to improve counterfactual
rollouts in a data-scarce environment modeled as a Gumbel-Max SCM [43]. Within this sampling
procedure, we augment topdown gumbel-sampling [37] with a new mixture prior that accounts for
uncertainty over transition estimates in the target environment, while maintaining counterfactual
stability (Sec. 2.1). Next, we combine these counterfactual trajectories with explicit regularization
of the learned target policy by the optimal source policy via KL-divergence aggregation [24]. We
introduce these two components of counterfactual regularization in Section 3 and outline how
they combine to form a counterfactually guided policy learning algorithm in a data-scarce target
environment. This overall procedure, driven by counterfactual regularization, is used to demonstrate
significant performance improvement and reduced overconfidence in off-policy evaluation measures in
Section 4. These performance gains are shown across (distributionally) disparate clinical environments
in a simulated sepsis treatment scenario where the treated populations differ in terms of their
unobserved diabetic phenotype composition.
2 Background and Related Work
In this paper we propose an approach for off-policy RL within a counterfactual framework for transfer
learning. In a data-scarce environment, transition estimates are prone to error [14, 39] limiting the
effectiveness of counterfactual inference and further compounding challenges of off-policy learning.
Transfer learning within RL can be used accelerate or improve policy learning in an unknown target
environment [33, 62]. Individual observations or trajectories from a source environment have been
previously used to directly infer rewards [6, 32] or otherwise accelerate policy convergence [64].
However, the difficulty of the clinical setting that motivates our work is partly characterized by hidden
confounding such that observed transition statistics between environments may differ although the
dynamics do not. To address this, we propose a novel way to incorporate inductive bias using the
source environment’s transition statistics indirectly—through counterfactual inference—to leverage
sub-spaces of observations that may not be in the target environment.
Causal inference may be used to formalize counterfactual investigations of the change to underlying
data distributions following prospective or retrospective interventions. These tools have demonstrated
benefits when addressing domain shift in supervised learning problems [2, 51] as well as for policy
reuse across multiple environments in simple bandit [5, 34, 35] and in multi-agent settings [15]. Some
of these approaches rely on notions of invariance between learned features or actions and the correct
outcome. These invariances guard against miscalibrated model performance under domain shift or
allow the extension of trained models to new environments. In the context of sequential decision
making, these concepts can be thought of as safeguards against potentially harmful or unreasonable
action selection. However, some these methods may rely on online data collection which is unsuitable
for the off-policy clinical setting that motivates this paper. In recent years, these concepts have
been found to be useful in measuring the quality of policies learned from observational data [3, 49]
(including within partially observable environments [63]) as well as establishing generalization
bounds when estimating causal effects in decision making problems [26].
Healthcare is an intrinsically sequential process where a clinician proposes a treatment, observes the
patient response and then adapts or continues their treatment decisions accordingly. In this way the RL
paradigm appears particularly promising toward the development of optimal treatment strategies [67],
despite challenges presented by retrospective data that is likely confounded in several unobservable
ways [20]. By applying structured transfer learning in healthcare settings, there is potential to develop
personalized treatment strategies [30, 41, 53] and also work to mitigate health inequities [57] and
a lack of model generalization across clinical environments [44, 66]. There has been extensive
work applying RL to healthcare problems such as schizophrenia [58], HIV [11] as well as acute
care settings such as sepsis [31, 50] and mechanical ventilation [48] to determine optimal treatment
strategies. There has also been extensive efforts made to allow for coherent off-policy evaluation of
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such policies since they cannot be directly tested [17, 21, 28]. Dann et al. [10] developed an evaluation
method that introspectively reports policy performance to provide an indication of how reliable a
learned treatment strategy may be based on the expected outcome. Counterfactual reasoning in this
context has been used to infer improved individualized treatment policies in healthcare by accounting
for hidden confounding through missing data [45] or long-term effects of action selection [54] when
developing personal treatment policies. Yet each of these approaches rely on sufficiently large and
diverse training data to provide adequate counterfactuals. Our proposed transfer framework seeks
to address learning in data-limited environments by leveraging learned quantities from a data-rich
source environment.
Our work specifically relies on inducing bias [25] indirectly by leveraging causal frameworks to
incorporate an informative prior from the source environment in a partially observed sequential
decision making setup. In particular, we focus on improving transition dynamics in a data-scarce
environment by leveraging counterfactual rollouts perturbed by source exogenous noise variables.
Additionally, estimating value functions to guide policy development is prone to overestimation [22]
and high variance [52]. Various efforts have sought to regularize the policy learning process to
maintain stability as policies improve. Recent trust region approaches to policy optimization [55,
56, 1] use a KL-divergence constraint to keep the updated policy “close” to the previous best policy.
We use a similar KL-divergence mechanism albeit to directly constrain the target policy to maintain
features of the source policy during learning via a form of regularized policy iteration [12, 13]. To
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to leverage a form regularized policy iteration for
transfer learning.
2.1 Causal modeling in Partially Observed Environments
We model our sequential decision making system as a POMDP formalized by a Structural Causal
Model (SCM) [7, 46]. A structural causal model M describes the causal mechanisms driving a
system with an ordered triple 〈U,X,F〉: namely, the set of independent exogenous random variables
U, the endogenous variables X and, the set of functions F that govern the causal mechanisms. PAi
are the parents of Xi in the associated causal DAG G. Additional background on SCMs is provided
in Appendix A.
We consider a finite-state, finite-action episodic POMDP with discounted rewards. States as St ∈
S, actions as At ∈ A, for t = {0, 1, . . . , T}. Let the reward at time t for be denoted by Rt =
R(St, At), and observations by Ot ∈ O, which include the rewards. The observed history up to
time t (Ht = {O1, A1 . . . , At−1, Ot}) can be used to infer the next action. Let µ(At|Ht) represent the
stochastic policy with the corresponding observed trajectories τ = (S1, A1, O1, . . . , St−1, At−1, Ot)
with density pµ(τ). A POMDP can be represented as an SCM by expressing corresponding conditional
distributions, e.g. state-transitions P (St+1|St, At), as deterministic functions st+1 := f(st, at, Us,t)
with exogenous noise Us,t [7, 46]. We denote the intervention of executing a policy pi instead of µ
by I(µ→ pi) and the corresponding SCM asMdo(I(µ→pi)). We denote the source environment with
superscript S and the target environment as T. Additionally, in the empirical demonstration of our
contributions, the state space S differs from O only in the unobserved latent dynamics. As such,
throughout this paper we use observation and state interchangeably, denoted by St (and st).
The Gumbel-Max SCM: Oberst and Sontag [43] introduced the Gumbel-Max SCM, in which all
nodes X are discrete random variables. Given independent Gumbel variables g = {g1, g2, . . . , gk},
the causal mechanisms are given by: Xi := arg maxj log p(Xi = j|PAi) + gj , effectively embedding
the Gumbel-Max Trick [23, 36–38]. The properties of this model ensure that counterfactual queries
will always preserve the observed outcomes (defined as counterfactual stability). The Gumbel-Max
SCM was also used to develop a counterfactual off-policy evaluation procedure (CF-PE) that enables
introspection into policies within partially observed off-policy settings. CF-PE is used throughout
this paper to compare and analyze all learned policies. This allows for analysis based on specific
decisions rather than solely on outcomes [10]. However practical challenges due to sample size or
other factors of variation in their learning environment were not investigated. Building from the
Gumbel-Max SCM, we incorporate inference over a source environment for counterfactual trajectory
generation to aid policy learning in a data-sparse target environment.
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Figure 1: Graphical overview of counterfactually guided policy transfer as discussed in Sections 3.4
and outlined in Algorithm 4. Elements from the source environment are used to improve counterfac-
tual inference (CFI) and regularize policy learning within the target environment.
Algorithm 1 Conceptual Overview of Counterfactually Guided Policy Transfer
for k = 1, . . . ,K do
Sample counterfactual trajectories {τ i} following pi(T), using P (S) as a prior . See Algorithm 2
Update pi(T) using {τ i} and Policy Iteration, regularized by pi(S) . See Algorithm 4
end for
3 Counterfactually Guided Policy Transfer
In this section we present Counterfactually Guided Policy Transfer (CFPT) which involves two-fold
counterfactual regularization, leveraging a data-rich source environment to improve policy learning
in a data-scarce target environment that is partially observed with hidden confounding. Patients in
both environments are presumed to have comparable health conditions but the proportions of patient
subpopulations, with slightly differing dynamics, within each are unknown. These characteristics
restrict accurate inference of the effect treatments have on sequential observations. As such, we facili-
tate guided learning in the target environment through an informative prior derived via counterfactual
inference from the source environment.
We model both the source and target environment as Gumbel-Max SCMs to leverage counterfactual
stability when transferring quantities from the environment S. We assume an optimal policy pi(S) has
been learned with observational data from a source environment S and that the empirical transition
matrix, P (S), is accessible. We demonstrate that learning in the environment T can be improved by
1) leveraging P (S) to improve counterfactual trajectory sampling compared to those obtained naively
from T and by 2) regularizing the policy distribution in T by the distribution of pi(S).
We first discuss how to estimate the counterfactual reward of executing a policy pi in T, using an empir-
ical estimate of P (T) from trajectories generated by a behaviour policy µ(T) and their corresponding
outcome. This requires i) Estimating posteriors over exogenous variables p(U(T)|X(T)), ii) inter-
vening with policy pi in environment T with modified posterior estimates over exogenous variables,
iii) collecting counterfactual trajectories, and iv) estimating the reward. Only step i) can be reliably
executed purely from observational data. Without further assumptions on the underlying structure of
the SCM, estimating counterfactual quantities like expected rewards under counterfactual roll-outs
may be non-identifiable [46].
Counterfactual stability helps alleviate this challenge. If a discrete outcome i has been observed in
the target environment, then under another intervention I ′ the likelihood of all other (counterfactual)
outcomes j 6= i is 0, or P (T)do(pi)|XI(µ(T ))=i(X = j) = 0. We propose p(g(S)|X(S)) where g(S) ⊆ U(S)
as an informative prior from S on Gumbels in the target p(g(T)) while maintaining this stability.
The benefits of regularization via an informative prior is two-fold: First, if the source and target
environment are similar, using the prior improves transition estimation to benefit policy learning.
Second, if environments differ the prior allows a form of guided exploration in data-scarce settings.
We show this with a new policy learning method, Counterfactual Policy Iteration (Sec 3.3).
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3.1 Improving counterfactual rollouts with an informative prior
Algorithm 2 Modified Top-down with informative prior
Procedure is repeated every step of a counterfactual roll-out to generate τ i
Note: logP (s′|s, a) = logα
1: procedure MIXTURE-TOPDOWN(SCMM, source stats: logα(S), target stats: logα(T), coun-
terfactual policy pi or log αˆ(T), mixture param wT, num of gumbel obs N ′)
// Gather a batch of counterfactual trajectories
2: for n′ = 1, . . . , N ′ do
3: λ ∼ Bernoulli(w(T)) . Sample λ to select mixture component
4: logα = λ logαT + (1− λ) logαS . Fix Gumbel location
5: gcf = Topdown(logα, 1) . Sample 1 or more posterior gumbels
6: sn
′
cf = argmaxj log αˆ
(T) + gcf . Sample counterfactual states
7: end for
8: pˆ(T) is the empirical estimate using {sn′cf}N
′
n′=1
9: end procedure
We propose a mixture distribution over the Gumbels to sample from p(g(T)|·) as if parametrized
by source transitions using the procedure outlined in Algorithm 2 instead of naively transferring
transition dynamics from S. In particular, when counterfactual trajectories are sampled without
transfer, a posterior sampling of Gumbel variables is obtained via a procedure called Topdown
Gumbels [37] where the location estimates are fixed to target transition statistics. When leveraging
the prior from S, we sample from a mixture of Gumbel distributions determined by the (potentially
noisy and biased) target and source transition estimates. A hyperparameter w(T ) determines the
amount of regularization i.e. proportion of times the samples come from either source vs target
transitions. The sampling done in Algorithm 2 maintains counterfactual stability as the Gumbel
mixture samples gcf (Line 5) are fixed while sampling in Line 6 (see Appendix B for a formal
justification). The resulting counterfactual rollouts help re-estimate transition dynamics in the target
environment and reflect a form of exploration (see Algorithm 3 Line 5).
3.2 Regularized Policy Iteration
Given a fully observable finite and discrete MDP, Policy Iteration (PI) is guaranteed to converge to an
optimal policy. PI is performed by switching between evaluation and improvement steps that estimate
and refine a value function V (s) and greedy policy pi. However, this cycle may not fully converge if
the MDP is partially observed, not accurately approximated or contains intractably large state and
action spaces [61]. While convergence using PI is not guaranteed in our setting, the counterfactually
sampled trajectories (Sec. 3.1) can help improve the accuracy of the transition matrix used in the
evaluation step of PI. However, acting greedily with respect to the value function may still encourage
poor behavior given the limited accuracy of P˜ (T). We further seek to guide the development of the
target policy by regularizing the policy improvement step of PI to not deviate too far from the source
policy pi(S). The intuition here is that pi(S) has been exposed, in the data-rich S, to a more accurate
approximation of the true dynamics as well as transitions not in T, positively influencing pi(T).
We regularize PI through minimizing the KL-divergence between the policy distributions over actions,
conditioned on the observed state. As we have limited our investigations to discrete and finite
POMDPs this is equivalent to log-aggregation [24]. Within the policy improvement step we generate
a proposal distribution ν(·|s) over the actions:
ν(·|s) = 1
Zp
(
R(s, ·) + γ
(
P˜ (T)(s′|s, ·)⊗V(s′)
))
(1)
where Zp is a normalization constant and the Kronecker operator⊗ is used to denote a Matrix-vector
product such that V (s′) is combined with P˜ (T)(s′|s, ·) for each action and possible successor state s′.
We then seek to find the policy that minimizes the divergence between ν(·|s) and pi(S)(·|s). That is,
pi
(T)
k−1 = arg min
pi
λ KL(pi‖ν) + (1− λ) KL(pi‖pi(S)) (2)
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where λ is set to limit how much pi(S) influences pi(T) and is selected empirically. See Section D for
the derivation of Equation 2 and Algorithm 4 to see how it is implemented in REGPI.
3.3 Counterfactual Policy Iteration
Algorithm 3 Counterfactual Policy Iteration
// Counterfactual Policy Iteration (CF-PI)
1: procedure CF-PI( SCMM, init. policy pi(T)0 , source policy pi(S), source stats P (S), num. iters
K, num. traj samples N , mixture params η and λ)
2: for k = 1, . . . ,K do
// Gather a batch of counterfactual trajectories
3: {hi}Ni=1 ∼ H(T) ⊂ T . Sample from observed data
4: {τ i}Ni=1 = CFI({hi}Ni=1,M, I(µ→ pi(T)k−1), T , P (S)) . CF rollouts under pi(T)k−1
// Estimate empirical transition statistics Pˆ (T) from {τ i}Ni=1
5: P˜ (T) = 1ZT
(
η P (T) + (1− η) Pˆ (T)
)
. Augment transition stats
// Regularized policy iteration with CF augmented transition stats
6: pi(T)k ← RegPI(pi(T)k−1, γ, P˜ (T), pi(S), λ)
7: end for
8: end procedure
The previous two subsections outline our major contributions toward the development of counterfac-
tual policy iteration (CF-PI), the core method of our proposed CFPT procedure, visualized in Figure 1
and outlined in Algorithm 3 (full procedure found in Sec. 3.4). When learning a policy in the target
environment T, where a limited number of trajectories H(T) have been collected following a behavior
policy µ, we assume access to an optimal policy distribution pi(S) as well as transition statistics P (S)
from a relevant source environment S. In clinical practice, P (S) may correspond to a communicated
patient physiological response to a prescribed treatment while pi(S) may reflect accepted treatment
decisions when presented with a particular patient context. Policy learning via CFPT, with these
elements from the source environment S, is carried out through a counterfactually augmented form of
Policy Iteration (CF-PI) taking CF-GPS [7] as inspiration.
CF-PI consists of K iterations where, in each iteration, a batch of counterfactual trajectories {τ i}
from T (Sec. 3.1)—sampled according to the current policy pi(T)k−1—are used to augment the transition
statistics P (T) for use in a regularized Policy Iteration subprocess (RegPI, Sec. 3.2) to update the
policy pi(T). This augmentation (Alg. 3, line 5) is a re-normalized weighted sum between the observed
P (T) and the estimated transition statistics Pˆ (T) drawn from {τ i}. The weighting parameter η is
empirically chosen (see Section E.2.1 in the Appendix) to heavily favor observed transition statistics
while still incorporating added diversity through counterfactual sampling, where ZT is the normalizing
constant over all successor states S′ = s′ from any given state s. RegPI iterates between evaluation
and improvement steps, where the source policy pi(S) is used to regularize the improvement step.
RegPI is run until convergence or for a maximum number of iterations.
3.4 CFPT Procedure
Here we present the psuedocode (Algorithm 4) outlining our proposed Counterfactually Guided
Policy Transfer (CFPT) approach as discussed in this section. CFPT is enabled by first having access
to an optimal treatment policy pi(S) developed within a data-rich source environment S as well as an
estimation of the transition statistics P (S) collected from observed data. These methods combine to
form a two-phase counterfactual regularization approach for policy learning in a data-scarce target
environment T.
Policy learning is done through a counterfactually regularized form of PI (CF-PI). The heart of CF-PI
rests on the discussion provided in Section 3.2 which introduces how we regularize PI (RegPI) in the
target environment through KL-divergence log aggregation. CF-PI is executed as follows. For K
iterations, a batch of trajectories {hi}Ni=1 observed within the target environment are sampled (Alg. 4,
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Algorithm 4 Counterfactually Guided Policy Transfer
// Counterfactual inference (CFI) with source environment prior
1: procedure CFI(data xˆo, SCMM, intervention I , query Xq , prior X(S)P )
2: uˆ ∼ p(u|xˆo) . Sample noise variables from posterior over latent parameters
3: p(u)← δ(u− uˆ) . Replace noise distribution in p with uˆ
4: fi ← fIi . Perform intervention I
5: return xq ∼ pdo(I)(xq|uˆ) . Simulate from the counterfactual posterior over modelMIxˆo , Alg. 2
6: end procedure
// Regularized Policy Iteration (RegPI)
7: procedure REGPI(current policy pi(T), discount γ, aug. statistics P˜ (T), source policy pi(S), reg. param λ)
8: Initialize V (s) for all s ∈ S
9: repeat
10: repeat . // Policy Evaluation
11: for each s ∈ S do
12: v ← V (s)
13: V (s)←∑s′ P˜ (T)(s′|s, pi(T)(s)) [R(s, pi(T)(s)) + γV (s′)]
14: end for
15: until convergence
16: for each s ∈ S do . // Policy Improvement
17: ν(·|s)← 1
Zp
(
R(s, ·) + γ
(
P˜ (T)(s′|s, ·)⊗V(s′)
))
. Gen. a proposal dist. over actions
18: pi(T)(s)← arg maxa exp
{
λ log ν(a|s) + (1− λ) log pi(S)(a|s)
}
. KL minimization, Eq. 19
19: end for
20: until pi(T) converges or after MAX_ITERATIONS
21: end procedure
// Counterfactual Policy Iteration (CF-PI)
22: procedure CF-PI( SCMM, init. policy pi(T)0 , source policy pi(S), source statistics P (S), num. iters K,
num. traj samples N , mixture param η)
23: for k = 1, . . . ,K do
// Gather a batch of counterfactually generated trajectories in the target environment
24: {hi}Ni=1 ∼ H(T) ⊂ T . Sample batch of trajectories from observed data
25: {τ i}Ni=1 = CFI({hi}Ni=1,M, I(µ→ pi(T)k−1), T , P (S)) . Counterfactual rollouts under pi(T)k−1
// Estimate empirical transition statistics Pˆ (T) from {τ i}Ni=1
26: P˜ (T) = 1
ZT
(
η P (T) + (1− η) Pˆ (T)
)
. Augment observed environment transition statistics
// Regularized policy iteration with counterfactually augmented target env. transition statistics
27: pi(T)k ← RegPI(pi(T)k−1, γ, P˜ (T), pi(S), λ)
28: end for
29: end procedure
line 24). This batch is used, along with the current policy within T, pi(T)k , and the prior over the
transition statistics from the source environment P (S) to generate counterfactual trajectories {τ i}Ni=1
(Alg. 4, line 25→ CFI lines 1-6). This counterfactual sampling procedure, leveraging the property
of counterfactual stability within Gumbel-Max SCMs, is described in Sections 3.1 and B (Appendix).
The batch of trajectories produced may exhibit some diversity in observed transition statistics from
those observed in T. To account for this, an augmented transition matrix P˜ (T) is formed through a
weighted sum between P (T) and the empirically observed set from {τ i}Ni=1 (Pˆ (T), line 26). This
augmented transition matrix is then passed to RegPI as discussed in Section 3.2 (line 27→ RegPI,
lines 7-21).
RegPI alternates between policy evaluation and policy improvement steps. In policy evaluation (lines
11-15) where the current policy pi(T)k is used to refine an estimate of the underlying value function
based on the observed rewards and estimated transition statistics when applying pi(T)k . Once this
value estimate converges, it is used in a form of a Bellman update (line 17) to generate a proposal
distribution over actions for each state. This is the beginning of the policy improvement step (lines
16-19). After the proposal distribution ν(·|s) is generated, it is used to estimate the best policy
while being constrained by the source policy pi(S) through KL-divergence log-aggregation (line 18).
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This improved policy is then sent back to the evaluation step to refine the estimate of the value
function and this process continues until pi(T)k converges or a maximum number of iterations has been
performed. With this updated policy, a new batch of trajectories are sampled fromH(T) to draw new
counterfactual samples and next iteration continues to further optimize the target policy pi(T ).
4 Experiments
We demonstrate the benefits of CFPT through a coarse simulation of prescribing treatment to septic
patients. This simulator has been used to demonstrate that off-policy evaluation with limited observa-
tional data in partially observed settings can be misleading [17, 43]1. The simulator approximates
patient physiology (discretized vital measurements of heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen concentra-
tion, and glucose levels) in response to medical interventions and a latent state representing whether
the patient is diabetic. Potential treatments include binary selections of antibiotics, vasopressors, and
mechanical ventilation. Rewards are given when a patient is discharged (+1) or dies (-1). Discharge
occurs after all vitals are ‘normal’ and all treatments discontinued; death occurs if any three of the
vitals are out of ‘normal’ range simultaneously. We simulate domain shift in the simulator by varying
the proportions of diabetic patients between the source and target environments. Hidden confounding
is induced by masking the patient’s diabetic state which makes the transfer task more challenging.
Our objective is to demonstrate that, through CFPT, we can improve the baseline policy performance
when transferring to a more challenging and disparate target environment where the proportion
of diabetic patients is much higher. Additionally we leverage counterfactual off-policy evaluation
(CF-PE) for introspection of our learned policies to illustrate where a policy learned through CFPT
improves over baseline policies2.
Baselines: To illustrate the benefits of CFPT in a data-limited target environment T, we compare to
several baselines and ablations. i) RANDOM where actions are chosen randomly, ii) SCRATCH policy
learned using policy iteration (PI) natively using observational dataHT. If there are any observable
benefits from transfer, we expect to easily outperform these two baselines. The next two baselines
are naive transfer approaches leveraging separate aspects of the source environment S. iii) POOLED
pools observed data between environments to learn a policy in T using PI, and iv) BLIND applies the
source policy pi(S) in T without any adaptation.. Each of these practices are infeasible in most clinical
settings due to privacy and safety concerns, yet we include them for completeness. We also compare
CFPT to two ablations showcasing the benefits of each contribution outlined in Section 3. v) REGPI
omits counterfactual batch sampling, only regularizing pi(T) by its divergence from pi(S) within policy
iteration (cf. Sec. 3.2). This, in essence, is a form of fine-tuning pi(S) in T with the parameter λ
representing how aggressive the adaptation is. vi) RED. CFPT is a reduced form of CFPT where
we omit the informative prior from S over the transition statistics when sampling counterfactual
trajectories. Here, the counterfactual trajectories are drawn according to the Gumbel variables from T
and policy learning is done through RegPI . All parameter settings used to train these policies are
included in Section E of the Appendix.
Setup: The behavior policy µwas found via PI with full access to the MDP (including diabetes state)
to provide a strong observation policy, following [43]. When generating the observed trajectoriesH,
the policy takes random actions w.p. 0.15 to introduce some variation. Within S, |H(S)|= 10, 000,
with at most 20 steps per trajectory. Additionally, the probability of a trajectory being from a diabetic
patient (a stochastic Glucose response) in S is 0.1, where the SCRATCH baseline performs best (see
Fig 2a). We set T to be substantially harder to learn in, limitingH(T) to contain only 2000 trajectories,
with the primary target environment having a diabetic subpopulation proportion set to 0.8 (where
SCRATCH performs worst). Given the prevalence of diabetic patients and the limited number of
trajectories, we anticipate the transition statistics P (T) will be far from true dynamics governing both
S and T, providing opportunity to demonstrate the benefits of careful transfer from S.
1https://github.com/clinicalml/gumbel-max-scm
2Our code will be made available in the near future
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4.1 Results
4.1.1 Quantitative Evaluation of pi(T)
CFPT under domain shift: Figure 2(a) demonstrates the average reward of all baselines and
CFPT as calculated by CF-PE (dashed lines) and applying the learned pi(T) to simulate an additional
5000 trajectories in T (solid lines) as we change proportions of diabetic patients in the target using a
fixed source environment. The benefits of CFPT (blue) are clear across all levels of domain shift,
with significant benefits when mixture populations in the target are skewed. Diabetic patients are
harder to treat, resulting in a general decreasing trend in true reward as the proportion of diabetic
patients increases. For CFPT, the advantages of leveraging the source policy in a distributionally
similar target environment (pDiab= 0.3) is clear while in disparate environments CFPT provides
guided perturbations through counterfactual inference to improve policy learning. The clearest
advantage of CFPT is that it settles on and improves over baselines as the proportions of patient
subpopulations within T invert with respect to S. CFPT also reflects less over-confidence according to
CF-PE (dashed lines) among target populations with an imbalanced composition of patient types. This
communicates that the policy has learned more robust and accurate representations of observation-
treatment dynamics with respect to expected outcomes, matching with true policy performance more
closely. Overall, this quantitative evaluation is a strong indication of the benefits of our proposed
two-fold regularization when faced with domain shift between environments.
Figure 2: Quantitative comparison between CFPT and the baselines proposed in Sec. 4 based on
estimated reward from the learned policy in T. Results after counterfactual policy evaluation (CF-PE)
are plotted in red where the true performance in T is plotted in blue. 95% uncertainty intervals are
found through 100 bootstrapped samples of the 5000 generated trajectories under the learned target
policy. CFPT outperforms all comparisons and most closely approximates the observed behavior.
Ablation Study for CFPT: In Figure 2(b) we present the average reward for all baselines and
CFPT as calculated by CF-PE (in red) and true rewards (in blue) for our primary target environment
(0.8 proportion of diabetic patients). As expected, CF-PE overestimates the true RL return in T, even
with pathologically poor policies (i.e. RANDOM). Of note however is how the policies learned under
transfer perform in T. The baselines POOLED and BLIND provide significant improvements over the
naively learned SCRATCH baseline. However with each additional component (REGPI→ RED. CFPT
→ CFPT) of our proposed procedure, the true RL return monotonically improves over each baseline
and approaches the observed return of the behavior policy the data was generated from. It is also
notable that under the variants of CFPT, the off-policy evaluation of the learned pi(T) appears to
experience a reduction in overestimating the performance. As we demonstrate through counterfactual
introspection in the following experiment, the policy learned through CFPT acts circumspectly and
closely approximates the observed behavior, leading to more stable performance.
4.1.2 Qualitative Evaluation of pi(T)
Treatment Selection under CFPT: To better compare policy evaluations between baselines, we
perform an introspective analysis using CF-PE on both a policy and trajectory level. First, we
compare the counterfactual outcomes between the naive baseline policy without transfer (SCRATCH)
against our full CFPT trained policy, to identify how CFPT improves policy learning within T (other
comparisons between CFPT and the baselines are in Section E.2 in the Appendix). We first compare
the counterfactual outcomes as estimated through CF-PE and then compare policy behavior under
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Figure 3: Qualitative comparison between CFPT (SCRATCH). At left, we compare the aggregate
statistics of CF-PE suggested outcomes against the true observed outcome. At right, we compare
an individual patient’s counterfactual trajectories using these policies. Dark lines are the observed
vital measurements and actions over time while the lighter blue traces correspond to counterfactual
observations and actions. Green, red and black markers denote discharge, death and no change
respectively. CFPT provides more stable treatment selection in comparison with the non-transfer
baseline. Additional samples in Appendix E.2
.
counterfactual evaluation for an individual patient drawn from T. In Figure 3 (left) we present the
aggregate counterfactual outcomes as suggested by CF-PE in comparison to what was observed. The
primary difference in the evaluation of these two policies is in the percentage of patients CFPT does
not discharge while SCRATCH does. To further identify what separates these two policies we select
patients who die under the behavior policy but are inferred to be discharged under SCRATCH but kept
in the hospital under CFPT. In Figure 3 (right), we observe that the non-transfer baseline (SCRATCH)
is far more aggressive in it’s treatment decisions, leading to premature treatment cessation as the
patient’s condition deteriorates (visualized by the blue counterfactual trajectories) immediately after
they are indicated for discharge. In contrast, the CFPT policy chooses a strategy that stably maintains
the patient condition, continuing all treatments until the observation window terminates.
Subpopulation Analysis: A subpopulation level analysis (diabetic vs non-diabetic) under CF-
PE for both CFPT and SRATCH is included in Figure 4 and continued in Section E.2.2 in the
Appendix. CFPT, in aggregate, demonstrates a more measured approach compared to SCRATCH, as
there isn’t as strong of consensus toward discharge. Additional subpopulation analysis for different
levels of regularization as well as different proportions of target diabetic populations is provided in
Appendix E.2. Through this introspective analysis, we conclude that CFPT has developed a more
sustainable and reliable policy through transfer. In connection with the quantitative evaluation, it is
clear that CFPT produces better policies and that the counterfactually guided transfer approach we
have proposed in this paper is promising for learning in data-limited off-policy settings.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
Motivated by challenges of computational knowledge transfer between clinical settings, we have
introduced Counterfactually Guided Policy Transfer. This procedure builds from counterfactual
stability within Gumbel-Max SCMs to leverage elements of a data-rich clinical setting to facilitate
better learning in a data-scarce setting. We utilize two components of the source environment in our
transfer framework: 1) The observed transition statistics P (S) and 2) the trained treatment policy
pi(S). In clinical practice, P (S) may correspond to a communicated aggregate patient physiological
response to a prescribed treatment while pi(S) reflects accepted treatment decisions when presented a
particular patient context. Both these elements can be feasibly shared in a secure and private manner
and, as demonstrated by this work, used to improve treatment policy development in a disparate
clinical setting.
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Figure 4: Aggregated counterfactual outcomes by subpopulation following the non-transfer baseline
policy vs CFPT. These values are normalized by the number of patients belonging to each subpopula-
tion (diabetic vs. non-diabetic) respectively. CFPT in aggregate is more conservative for the diabetic
(rare class in source) in CF-PE evaluation.
The work we have presented in this paper stands as an initial step in the development of
counterfactually-aided policy transfer to reliably extend model usage beyond the environment it
was trained in. While the discrete setting we have used in this work is suitable for an intriguing,
theoretically grounded, proof of concept it is far from representative of an actual clinical setting. The
limited empirical study used to illustrate and further demonstrate the methodological contributions we
introduce in this paper is not sufficient to support any immediate implementation in an actual clinical
setting. To do so would be highly unethical, reckless and would put patient lives at risk.
At present, the mixture of the transition statistics and the policy regularization is empirically fixed.
In future work, we endeavor to adjust the level of mixture and regularization adaptively based on
the uncertainty of the transition statistics and treatment selection process, respectively. The work we
have presented in this paper stands as an initial step in the development of counterfactually-aided
policy transfer to reliably extend learned models beyond the environment it was trained in. While the
discrete setting we have used in this work is suitable for a proof of concept, we intend to broaden
the theoretical foundation supporting our procedure to admit continuous observations and treatments
to potentially support policy development in true-to-life simulated settings and eventually with
retrospective medical data.
Continued development, building from transfer approach we have proposed in this work, will need to
assure that any transferred model produces equitable benefit across demographic subgroups. Possible
sources of hidden confounding and physician bias present in recorded data may be derived from patient
age, gender, race, socio-economic status among other factors [8, 42, 66]. While remaining cognizant
of these important factors, enforcing fairness and reducing bias within our trained treatment policies,
we are highly motivated by the promise of developing a paradigm that allows for reliable and robust
computational knowledge transfer between medical institutions. This advancement, if successful,
would have the potential to offer state-of-the-art treatment policies in recognition of individual patient
conditions to small regional hospitals that would not have the means to develop their own machine
learning-based clinical decision support tools due to data limitations and computational resources.
In short, the technological and medical advances being made in large research hospitals through
machine learning would be available broadly as conditions between the hospitals allow.
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A Background: SCM
Figure 5: SCM of a POMDP Buesing et al. [7]. While nodes denote unobserved variables, gray
nodes denoted observed latent variables and calculated quantitities are represented as black notes.
Exogenous variables U are not affected by interventions. We assume this structure for both source
and target environments.
A.1 Structural Causal Models [46]
A structural causal modelM describes the causal mechanisms driving a system. It consists of an ordered triple
〈U,X,F〉; a set of independent exogenous random variables U = {U1, U2, . . . , Uk} that represent factors of
variation outside the model, X comprises the endogenous variables modeled in the causal system and, the set of
functions F defined by Xi := fi(PAi, Ui) ∀i where PAi ⊆ X \Xi govern the causal mechanisms. PAi are
the parents of Xi in a causal DAG G. The framework attributes probabilistic Markov assumptions to the joint
distribution PMassociated with the variables (X,U) in the graph. This characterizes a probability distribution,
implying that one can observe samples true to the underlying causal graph and mechanism.
Definition A.1. Interventional Distribution: An intervention I in an SCM M consists of replacing some
functions fi(PAi, Ui) with a different governing causal mechanism fIi (PAIi , Ui) where PAIi are the parents of
Xi in a new DAG GI . Note that the interventional distribution does not change the exogenous mechanisms
driving the system. The resulting SCM, denoted byMdo(I) has a new joint distribution denoted by PMdo(I) .
An intervention I is generally used to evaluate the prospective effect of perturbing the underlying causal
mechanism. A more useful quantity in off-policy learning is the counterfactual which allows you to answer the
causal queries of the form: “what would have happened had we given the patient medication b having observed
no improvement with medication a?” Answering such retrospective queries requires inferring a model of the
exogenous variables P (U|X = x) and intervene with I on a causal system with exogenous noise priors p(U)
replaced by p(U|X = x).
Definition A.2. Counterfactual Distribution: LetMx correspond to the SCM where the exogenous noise model
p(U) inM is replaced by p(U|X = x). Intervening with I on the resulting SCMMx yields a new SCM
Mdo(I)|x and induces the joint counterfactual distribution PMdo(I)|X=x .
A.2 Gumbel-Max SCM [43]
Definition A.3. Gumbel-Max Trick: a sampling procedure from any discrete distribution with k categories,
parametrized by pi = P (X = i), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. First, sample k independent Gumbel variables gj with
location 0, scale 1. Set the sampled outcome k = arg maxj log pj + gj .
A Gumbel-Max SCM is one in which all nodes X are discrete random variables. Given independent
Gumbel variables g = {g1, g2, . . . , gk}, the causal mechanisms are given by: Xi := fi(PAi, gi) =
arg maxj log p(Xi = j|PAi) + gj .
Non-identifiability of causal effect estimation under counterfactual scenarios is challenging for reliable transfer.
That is, there may be multiple SCMs consistent with observations that provide different counterfactual estimates.
In order to reliably draw causal conclusions from a counterfactual query, which is what we will need, further
assumptions are required. In the case of binary SCMs, this assumption is given by the monotonicity condition [46]
and in the discrete case known as counterfactual stability.
Let P do(I)(Y = i) = pi ∀i ∈ [L] and P do(I′)(Y = i) = p′i ∀i ∈ [K]. Let P do(I)(X = i) be the probability
of observing i under intervention I for variable X in a discrete SCM and the observed outcome be represented
by XI . Then P do(I
′)|XI=i(X = j) is the counterfactual probability of observing outcome j having observed i
under intervention I .
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Definition A.4. Counterfactual Stability: An SCM over discrete random variables is counterfactually stable if:
If we observe XI = i, then ∀j 6= i, if p
′
i
pi
≥ p
′
j
pj
, implies that P do(I
′)|XI=i(X = j) = 0.
B Informative mixture-prior for counterfactual regularization
Let P (S) be the estimated transition matrix in the source domain S. Then we consider the potential prior
distribution of the Gumbel exogenous variables in the target domain given by logP (S). We further impose
independent priors over each state-action pair in the target domain. That is, consider the following potential prior
on Gumbel variables corresponding to some state-action pair s, a: ps,a(g(T)) =
∏K
i=1 flogP (S)(s′=i|s,a)(gi),
where flogα is the density of a Gumbel random variable with location logα and scale 1:
flogα(gi) = exp (−g + logα) exp (− exp (−g + logα))
= exp (−g + logα)Flogα(g) (3)
where K is the number of discrete states and Flogα(g) is the CDF of the Gumbel variable with location
logα. Without an informative prior, these gumbels would be sampled with location 0 independently, instead of
logP (S).
In order to improve policy iteration, we hope to sample counterfactual trajectories by rolling out the current
estimated learned policy in the target domain, using observational data collected from behaviour policy µ(T).
Let the current observation in the target domain be k′. Now consider the joint distribution of k′ and g(S) for any
fixed state-action pair (we drop explicit notation for clarity). To account for the informative prior, we treat the
locations of these Gumbel variables to be random-variables α. Thus to obtain the joint distribution, we integrate
over α:
p(k′, g(T)1 , . . . , g
(T)
n ) =
∫
α
p(k′, g(T)1 , . . . , g
(T)
K , , α1, . . . , αn)dα (4)
=
∫
α
p(k′, g(T)1 , . . . , g
(T)
n |α)p(α)dα (5)
=
∫
α
αk′
Z
flogZ(g
(T)
k′ )
∏
i 6=k′
[
flogαi(g
(T)
i )
Jg(T)k′ ≥ g(T)i K
Flogαi(g
(T)
k′ )
]
p(α)dα (6)
Equation (6) can be obtained exactly following3 Maddison et al. [37]. That is,for a fixed and known α, Maddison
et al. [37] show that in the posterior, the gumbel corresponding to the observed outcome k′, i.e. g(T)k′ is a Gumbel
variable with location parameter Z = log
∑K
i=1 αi, the max value k
′ and Gumbels are independent and the rest
of the exogenous variables g(T)i ∀i 6= k′ are truncated Gumbel variables (truncated by the max gumbel value
corresponding to k′ (shown by the Iverson brackets above). Without any prior on the Gumbels, the location
parameters in the target domain can simply be obtained according to the transition probabilities estimated naively
from limited data. That is p(α) = δ(logPT(·|·)) where δ is the dirac delta distribution. In a data-scarce
environment, the transition estimates are prone to error leading to a bias in value function estimates [39, 14] for
policy iteration. In our algorithm these estimation errors affect the quality of counterfactual trajectories. Thus,
instead we propose uncertainty via a new prior over α′s and consequently the posterior estimates of the Gumbel
parameters as follows:
p(α) =
{
logPT(·|·) w.p. 0 ≤ w(T) ≤ 1
logPS(·|·) w.p.w(S) = 1− w(T)
Consequently, this imposes a mixture distribution over the posterior Gumbel distribution conditioned on
observation k′, given by:
p(g
(T)
1 , . . . , g
(T)
n |K) = w(T)p(g(T)1 , . . . , g(T)n |K) + w(S)p(g(T)1 , . . . , g(T)n |K)
The mixture contributions can be treated as a hyper-parameter that determines the amount of regularization from
the source domain. This motivates the Modified top-down sampling procedure outlined in Algorithm 2. For
every counterfactual sample, we first select the mixture component with probability [w(T), 1− w(T)]. Note that
while this prior in-turn induces a prior probability on the discrete distributions, the transition-estimates for policy
learning are not directly regularized using this prior but via empirical estimates coming from the counterfactual
trajectories within the same environment.
3https://cmaddis.github.io/gumbel-machinery
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B.1 Mixture-prior preserves counterfactual stability
Definition B.1. Counterfactual Stability: An SCM over discrete random variables is counterfactually stable if:
If we observe XI = i, then ∀j 6= i, if p
′
i
pi
≥ p
′
j
pj
, implies that P do(I
′)|XI=i(X = j) = 0.
Our proof is based on the insight that counterfactual stability is invariant to choice of prior so long as the gumbel
samples are fixed across interventions. Our modified topdown sampling procedure ensures the same gumbel
samples are used across interventions. Hence we preserve counterfactual stability even with regularization. For
completeness, we include the contrapositive proof of Oberst and Sontag [43] here:
As denoted before, let X(T)I = i (we drop T from superscript for random variables when context is clear) be the
outcome observed under intervention (behaviour policy) in the target domain. The state observation i implies
almost surely:
log pi + g
(T)
i > log pj + g
(T)
j ∀j 6= i (7)
where pi := P (T)(X = i) is short hand for the state-transition probabilities in the target domain induced
using the Mixture-prior described above. To prove counterfactual stability, the contrapositive is proved i.e.
∀j 6= i, P do(I′)|XI=i(X = j) 6= 0 =⇒ p′i
pi
<
p′j
pj
.
To begin with, if P do(I
′)|X(T)
I
=i(X(T) = j) 6= 0 implies that there exist gumbel variables g(T)i and g(T)j such
that:
log p′i + g
(T)
i < log p
′
j + g
(T)
j (8)
where p′j := P
do(I′)|XI=i(X(T) = j). Since gumbels sampled for Equation (7) and (8) are fixed, there
must exist gumbels that satisfy both equations. The only difference is that an informative prior is imposed
on these gumbels is different. Thus counterfactual stability is not violated due to the mixture prior and
modified gumbel procedure. Combining the inequalities and re-arranging, we establish the contrapositive with
regularization.
C Estimating counterfactual rewards with informative prior
Our proof largely follows Oberst and Sontag [43] and Buesing et al. [7] although with a different posterior on
the Gumbel exogenous variables. We make the difference explicit in the following: µ(T) be the behavior policy
in the target environment and the corresponding trajectories denoted by τµ
(T)
. Let pi(T) be a candidate policy
for which expected rewards are to be estimated and τpi
(T)
be the counterfactual trajectories using conditional
posteriors p(U(T)|τ ) over exogenous variables U(T). τpi
(T)
is a deterministic function of U(T). The prior
distributions over U are ppi(U(T)) = pµ(U(T)) = p(U(T)) (which remains the same as any informative prior
coming from the source environment imposed in this framework). We drop the notation (T) in the following as
we are only concerned about the target environment hereon. Source distributions, if any, will be made explicit.
Expected reward is then given by:
Eppi [R(τ)] =
∫
u
R(τ(u))ppi(u)du (9)
=
∫
u
R(τ(u))pµ(u)du (10)
=
∫
u
R(τ(u))
(∫
τ
pµ(τ,u)dτ
)
du (11)
=
∫
u
R(τ(u))
(∫
τ
pµ(u|τ)pµ(τ)dτ
)
du (12)
=
∫
τ
∫
u
R(τ(u))pµ(u|τ)pµ(τ)dudτ (13)
= Eτpi∼pµ(τ)
[ ∫
u
R(τ(u))pµ(u|τ)du
]
(14)
= Eτpi∼pµ(τ)
[
Eu∼pµ(u|τ)[R(τ(u))]
]
(15)
Where note that Equation (11) integrates over observed policies only. This allows to swap integrals in Equation
(13). The key difference is that in Equation (15), for the subset of exogenous variables g(T) ⊆ u(T), the posterior
is inferred by incorporating the mixture prior that helps regularize from the source.
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D KL-aggregation for CF-PI
For discrete action space, KL-aggregation for regularization over policy is equivalent to log-aggregation [24].
The proof here is provided for completeness. Consider the following aggregation setup over two discrete
distributions:
pi = arg min
pi
λKL(pi ‖ ν) + (1− λ)KL(pi ‖ pi(S)) (16)
This can be posed as a parametric minimization over the vector pi ∈ ∆K−1 (where K is the dimensionality of
the action space) as follows:
arg min
pi
λ〈piT , log pi − log ν〉+ 〈piT , log pi − log piS〉
s. t. pi ∈ ∆K−1
(17)
Equation 17 is convex in pi with a convex (simplex) constraint. Simply writing out the Lagrangian, pro-
vides:
arg min
pi
λ〈piT , log pi − log ν〉+ 〈piT , log pi − log piS〉+ µ(
K∑
k=1
pik − 1) + βpi
where β ≥ 0
(18)
Taking the gradient and setting to 0 yields:
(1 + log pi) + µ1+ β = λ log ν + (1− λ) log piS (19)
If 1 + µ1+ β = 0, then log pi = λ log ν + (1− λ) log piS and the simplex constraint is satisfied.
E Additional Experimental Details and Results
This section contains information about specific settings used to learn our policies using the various baseline
approaches as well as the ablations and full CFPT procedure. We also present additional experimental findings
in support of those presented in the main body of the paper.
E.1 Baseline Policy Learning Settings
As mentioned, we use the coarse sepsis simulator introduced by Oberst and Sontag [43] which can be found
at https://www.github.com/clinicalml/gumbel-max-scm. We make one major deviation from their
setting of the simulator in that we do not mask out the observations of a patient’s glucose level. We also
adjust the initialized proportion of diabetic patients included in the population used to define an experimental
environment.
For all experiments and baselines, we fix the discount rate γ to 0.99 and the maximum number of iterations for
each use of policy iteration to 1000. The number of trajectories in the source environment S was fixed to 10, 000
and the proportion of diabetic patients in S was set to 0.1. All target environments T, independent of the size
of the diabetic subpopulation, were represented with 2000 trajectories. Recall that any indication of whether a
patient has diabetes or not is unobserved.
In the following subsections, we report any additional parameter settings or adjustments to the learning procedure.
All policy learning is done via Policy Iteration (augmented as described in the paper) utilizing an adjusted version
of the pymdptoolbox library. Code to replicate our experiments will be made available upon publication of our
paper.
E.1.1 Baselines
RANDOM This baseline doesn’t explicitly learn a policy. For evaluation, all action selection is done by
uniformly sampling between the 8 possible actions.
SCRATCH This non-transfer baseline constructs an empirical transition matrix from the observed dataH(T)
which is then used within policy iteration to produce the policy pi(T).
POOLED To pool the data between the environments S and T we estimate the transition statistics using both
H(S) andH(T) which is then used to learn a policy with Policy Iteration in the target environment T.
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Table 1: Best performing hyperparameter settings for CFPT across each target environment T
Diabetic Proportion 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
w(T) 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.8
η 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7
λ 0.9 0.9 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.9
BLIND This naive transfer baseline does not learn a new policy, rather it blindly uses the policy pi(S) from the
source environment without any adaptation or fine tuning. In evaluation within the target environment, actions
are selected according to the distribution put forward by the source policy.
E.1.2 Counterfactually Guided Policy Transfer (CFPT)
CFPT When applying CFPT for learning a policy in the target environment we needed to tune several
hyperparameters to set-up the best policy learning environment within a data-scarce target environment T when
transferring from a fixed source environment (proportion of diabetic patients: 0.1). This involved determining
the best value for the number of iterations K of CF-PI, the mixture weight for regularizing the counterfactual
sampling w(T), the weighting for augmenting the observed transition statistics η, and perhaps most importantly
the weight for regularizing the policy learning with λ. As w(T ), η and λ correspond to linear combinations
between two quantities, we tested each of these hyperparameters between 0 and 1 in increments of 0.1, using
the learned policy’s true RL performance in the target environment to compare between settings. We report the
optimal settings for learning within T in each target environment (diabetic proportion of population ranging
from 0 to 1 in 0.1 increments) in Table 1. For all target environments the number of iterations K for CF-PI was
50.
E.1.3 Ablations
REDUCED CFPT In this ablation of CFPT, we removed the informative prior over the transition statistics
within counterfactual sampling. This effectively removes this form of regularization that makes up CFPT. All
other procedures and operations within CFPT were run as normal with the same parameter settings as shown in
Table 1 performing best.
REGULARIZED POLICY ITERATION (REGPI) In this ablation, we removed the sampling of counterfactual
trajectories completely from CFPT. We also removed any batch sampling fromH(T ), using instead the full set
of observed data within T. A single run of RegPI was executed, using the top performing values for λ as reported
in Table 1.
E.2 Additional Results
In this section we present additional results that we did not have space to include in the main paper as well as an
important additional analysis over the separate subpopulations (diabetic vs. non-diabetic) among the patients
observed in the target clinical environment. In Table 2 we present the numerical values for the comparison
between CFPT and all baselines and ablations shown in Figure 2b.
Approach Observed Reward True RL Reward CF-PE Reward
Random 0.1486± 0.018 −0.8238± 0.007 0.9062± 0.003
Scratch 0.1486± 0.018 −0.7398± 0.007 0.9071± 0.003
Pooled 0.1486± 0.018 −0.4808± 0.012 0.7462± 0.002
Blind 0.1486± 0.018 −0.3937± 0.013 −0.7872± 0.006
RegPI 0.1486± 0.018 −0.3345± 0.012 0.6648± 0.005
Red. CFPT 0.1486± 0.018 −0.2122± 0.010 0.6819± 0.005
CFPT 0.1486± 0.018 −0.1472± 0.011 0.7333± 0.004
Table 2: Numerical values corresponding the policy performance results presented in Figure 2b
E.2.1 Analysis of selecting η, affecting the augmentation of P (T)
In Figure 6 we demonstrate the range of policy performance under CFPT with CF-PI when varying the parameter
η. Recall from Section 3.3 that η is used to weight the augmentation of the observed transition statistics in the
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target environment (P (T)) with those estimated from the counterfactually inferred trajectories (Pˆ (T)). In this
figure we demonstrate CFPT performance for policies learned in the simulated environment with a proportion
of diabetic patients being 0.8, transferring from a source environment where the diabetic proportion is 0.1.
The number of iterations K of CF-PI is set to 50 and we demonstrate the effect of the policy regularization
parameter λ and the parameter η which is used to incorporate the inferred empirical transition matrix Pˆ (T) into
the observed target transition matrix P (T) for use in regularized policy iteration (Algorithm 4 line 26).
Figure 6: Demonstration of parametric study used to identify optimal settings of CFPT parameters.
Shown here, within a target environment with a diabetic proportion set to 0.8 with a source population
diabetic proportion set to 0.1, we see that the True RL performance (solid lines) varies as λ and η
interact with a diminshed effect as λ increases. CF-PE estimated reward (dotted lines) asymptotically
overestimates policy performance as λ increases.
What we see in Figure 6 is that there is a balance when selecting η and λ for CFPT policy learning. As λ
increases, meaning we are using less of the source environment, no matter the choice of η, performance more or
less converges to the baseline non-transfer setting within T. However when λ is smaller, meaning we intend to
use a larger proportion of the source policy, we see that the choice of η can have a broad effect. In the scenario
demonstrated in Figure 6, we see that the optimal setting comes when η = 0.7 and λ = 0.3 which are the values
used for all CFPT variants and ablations presented in Sec 4 when the proportion of diabetic patients in T is
0.8.
E.2.2 Sub-population Analysis of Evaluated Policies
In Figure 7 we demonstrate the differences among subpopulations when learning a policy with CFPT for different
target environments T (we choose to present here the subpopulations from environments with a proportion
of diabetic (pDiab) patients being 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8). When pDiab = 0.5, the performance of CFPT is only
marginally better than the compared baselines. It’s evaluated policy performance with CF-PE is also on par
with the non-transfer baseline (SCRATCH) which is also mirrored in the aggregate counterfactual outcomes
shown here as it is comparable to what has been observed when evaluating the SCRATCH baseline previously.
The comparison between the two highest performing instances of CFPT (pDiab = 0.2 and pDiab = 0.8) is an
interesting cross-section view of what happens when the target environment differs from the source environment.
Recall that the source environment for all instances of transfer was set to pDiab = 0.1. The population of this
source environment is distributionally similar to T when pDiab=0.2. Here, we see a significant increase in the
number of patients who are neither discharged or die in counterfactual evaluation, in comparison to the other
two pDiab settings in Figure 7. This provides some further evidence toward our conclusion that CFPT aids in
the development of more circumspect policies.
In Figure 8 we demonstrate the differences among subpopulations when learning a policy with CFPT having
different settings of η (see Section E.2.1). With a properly chosen η (here, 0.7), we see that the evaluated
outcomes of the policy increasingly push toward discharge while less optimal policies (as evaluated) appear to
not have identified appropriate treatment strategies to move a majority of the observed patient trajectories toward
discharge. This is most apparent when considering the non-diabetic patients, those who are in the minority
within the target environment. This divergence in performance between subpopulations speaks to the importance
of properly tuning the CFPT procedure.
Figure 9 presents an analysis between subpopulations for the non-transfer baseline (SCRATCH) and our proposed
CFPT approach. Here we’re looking at outcomes as inferred by counterfactual policy evaluation for the policies
learned for each approach. As was discussed in Section 4.1, the policies learned via CFPT are slightly more
conservative for the rarely observed non-diabetic population of the target environment. The suggested treatments
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Figure 7: Aggregated counterfactual outcomes by subpopulation for different target environments T.
Figure 8: Aggregated counterfactual outcomes by subpopulation for different settings of η within
CFPT.
and the inferred outcomes are far more measured in aggregate when using CFPT than is manifest from the
non-transfer baseline.
Figure 9: Aggregated counterfactual outcomes by subpopulation following the non-transfer baseline
policy vs CFPT. These values are normalized by the number of patients belonging to each subpopula-
tion (diabetic vs. non-diabetic) respectively. CFPT in aggregate is more conservative for the diabetic
(rare class in source) in CF-PE evaluation.
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E.2.3 Counterfactual policy evaluation: full comparison
In Figure 10 we present a full comparison between the counterfactual policy evaluation results, segmented
by outcome, for each baseline and version of our proposed CFPT approach for off-policy transfer learning
with limited data in the target environment. The counterfactual outcome demonstrates the unreliability of a
blind transfer policy. Benefits of each parts of our regularization do shift the confidence in our policy toward
discharge.
Figure 10: Comparison of all baselines in their aggregate population statistics in counterfactual
evaluation of the policies learned in the target environment pDiab=0.8
E.2.4 Introspective Analyses of Learned Policies
In this section we include additional introspective trajectory comparisons between the the non-transfer baseline
(SCRATCH) and our proposed transfer procedure (CFPT). The simulated patients extracted for this comparison
are those that were observed to die where the SCRATCH baseline is evaluated to have treated these patients
sufficiently to be discharged while CFPT is more circumspect, being evaluated to have sustained the patient’s
life yet not able to move them to be discharged. These examples confirm the insight reported in the main text of
the paper, that the policy learned through CFPT more closely approximates the observed behavior policy in a
stable fashion while also seeing slight deviations that appear to contribute to keeping the patient’s vitals within a
healthy range. In comparison, the non-transfer baseline policy proposes far more aggressive treatments that, in
off-policy evaluation, appear to be effective yes the patient’s vitals rapidly fall out of a normal or healthy range
as soon as all treatments are stopped.
To augment the presentation provided in Figure 3 we include four additional trajectory introspection figures.
The first of which belongs to a non-diabetic patient (Figure 11 recall, this is type of patient is found in lower
proportion within the target environment) while the other three are diabetic patients (Figures 12- 14).
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Figure 11: Introspective analysis of counterfactually sampled trajectories following the non-transfer
baseline policy evaluation (left) compared with the evaluation of the proposed CFPT policy (right).
This simulated patient is non-diabetic.
Figure 12: Introspective analysis of counterfactually sampled trajectories following the non-transfer
baseline policy evaluation (left) compared with the evaluation of the proposed CFPT policy (right).
This simulated patient is diabetic.
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Figure 13: Introspective analysis of counterfactually sampled trajectories following the non-transfer
baseline policy evaluation (left) compared with the evaluation of the proposed CFPT policy (right).
This simulated patient is diabetic.
Figure 14: Introspective analysis of counterfactually sampled trajectories following the non-transfer
baseline policy evaluation (left) compared with the evaluation of the proposed CFPT policy (right).
This simulated patient is diabetic.
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